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Abstract—In this work, we present a method for tracking and learning
the dynamics of all objects in a large scale robot environment. A mobile
robot patrols the environment and visits the different locations one by
one. Movable objects are discovered by change detection, and tracked
throughout the robot deployment. For tracking, we extend the Rao-
Blackwellized particle filter of [1] with birth and death processes, enabling
the method to handle an arbitrary number of objects. Target births and
associations are sampled using Gibbs sampling. The parameters of the
system are then learnt using the Expectation Maximization algorithm
in an unsupervised fashion. The system therefore enables learning of
the dynamics of one particular environment, and of its objects. The
algorithm is evaluated on data collected autonomously by a mobile robot
in an office environment during a real-world deployment. We show that
the algorithm automatically identifies and tracks the moving objects
within 3D maps and infers plausible dynamics models, significantly
decreasing the modeling bias of our previous work. The proposed method
represents an improvement over previous methods for environment
dynamics learning as it allows for learning of fine grained processes.
Keywords—Mobile robot, multi-target tracking, movable objects, dynamics
learning.
I. INTRODUCTION
Simple mobile robots are becoming prevalent, for example through
commercialization of lawn mower and vacuum cleaner robots. In the
research world, we are starting to see examples of more complex
service robots that are interacting with humans in everyday environ-
ments such as museums [2], airports [3], offices [4] and care homes
[5]. In these environments, there may be a high amount of dynamics
such as movable objects and humans or other autonomous agents.
Dynamics are often cited as a challenge to service robots since it
makes estimation harder and prevents accurate prediction [6]. The
classical solution has been to integrate uncertainty into the algorithms,
and trade precise models for larger estimated uncertainty. In this work,
we investigate if a robot can learn more accurate dynamics models
using extended experiences from one environment. Ideally, if the robot
can learn models of the dynamics of cluttered environments, it can
itself tune the exact amount of modeling uncertainty it needs when
operating in these environments. In addition, prediction can be greatly
improved by learning typical environment motion.
As a practical motivation for this line of research, it is useful to
consider the problem of a general autonomous cleaning robot. Such
a system has been proposed as one of three challenges of robotic
manipulation by Kemp et al. [7]. In contrast to a vacuum cleaner,
a general robot should have the ability to pick up items, put them
back in their places, possibly fold up clothes, etc. Therefore, it needs
to observe the clutter and reason about how to bring it into order.
The task requires an understanding of the structure of a scene, with
the objects in it. Moreover, it requires the ability to discover new
objects and reason about the normal arrangements of these objects.
If a cleaning robot notices any object in an unusual place, it should
be able to put it back where it belongs. Note that if a robot has
this kind of a ability, it would go a long way towards solving the
issue of operation in dynamic environments. In the following we will
discuss our approach for modeling such environments and how it
might facilitate general cleaning.
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Fig. 1: Overview of the object tracking and dynamics learning system.
At each time step k, the system collects a local 3D map of one of
the locations l in its environment. From the observations we detect
objects and form probabilities over their presence and positions. With
many observations and experience of object movement, the system
learns models of the environment dynamics. The improved models
enable us to refine our environment representations.
In this work, we attempt to model and learn the movement of
the individual components of the environment, that is, the objects.
Tracking of movable or semi-static objects from a mobile robot is
a hard problem. The main difficulty lies in that the objects might
be moved when the robot is not there. Some of these movements
are hard to capture within any motion model, as a human might
take potentially arbitrary actions with the objects. But fortunately,
most objects have a clearly defined use case, often tied to some
position in the environment. Consider for example an office desk with
chair, monitor, lamp, computer etc. These objects will rarely stray far
from their usual placement, as it is there that they are useful. Other
objects such as mugs might have purposes in multiple places in the
environment such as on the table or in the kitchen locker. The fact
that most objects mostly only move locally and in a few different
places allows us to build a dynamics model.
In our previous work [1], we described a system for maintaining
position posteriors of a given set of objects in a large scale robot envi-
ronment. Since the objects are typically located in different locations
across the environment, the model takes into account that the robot
cannot observe all the objects at once. The system also incorporates
the fact that objects may move to a different location when the robot
is not present to observe the movement. While the system described
in [1] can track a fixed set of objects, it cannot analyze the entire robot
environment, with a variable number of moving objects. In addition,
manual selection of model parameters means that it generally needs
to overestimate noise. In the current work, we improve on this system
by allowing an arbitrary number of objects as well as incorporating
online learning of model parameters. By integrating the posterior
probability of the object positions over time, the robot can build
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2a model of where the objects are typically placed, and where they
are not supposed to be. The representation therefore provides the
necessary information for systems such as the general cleaning robot
described above. Moreover, the learning of model parameters allows
the robot to successively become more effective in modeling the
environment, thus improving its performance in general tasks.
Since the proposed method aims to improve a robot’s environment
representation and capability to complete useful tasks, we implement
a complete robot pipeline, from sensor data to parameter learning.
Further, we evaluate performance on real-world data collected in a
controlled environment as well as in an actual robot deployment.
An overview of the system is presented in Figure 1: Our robot
patrols the environment and gathers RGBD data in a number of
locations, mostly corresponding to rooms. Our method identifies
moving objects through change detection and temporal reasoning.
The tracking scheme presented in this work identifies the number
of objects and forms posteriors over the object positions given the
detections. When the tracker has assembled a history of object
positions, our learning scheme can iteratively learn the parameters
of the object movement, allowing us to refine our posteriors.
Our contributions are the following:
• Building on [1], we demonstrate the feasibility of inferring the
number of objects at the same time as tracking their jumps in
a large environment
• Learning of object instance dynamics, enabling better modeling
of dynamic environments
II. RELATED WORK
In previous work [1], we investigated the problem of tracking a
fixed number of objects in large robot environments. Due to the
environment scale, only some of the objects are observed at one
given time. While the robot is moving between different locations,
the objects may move. The robot thus has to reason about motion that
it did not observe. We addressed this problem with a principled Rao-
Blackwellized particle filter (RBPF), which samples data associations
jointly using blocked Gibbs sampling [8]. The paper [1] demonstrates
the feasibility of tracking jumps of many objects given that they are
all present somewhere in the environment. In the current work, we
improve on the method by dropping the closed world assumption,
allowing tracking of a variable number of objects. In addition, the
proposed algorithm learns the dynamics parameters in an unsuper-
vised fashion.
In general, mobile robots need to perform localization and planning
to be able to move around in an environment. Historically, the
dynamics of most human environments have been perceived as a
challenge when performing these tasks [6]. Early approaches assumed
a static environment, and discarded measurements not agreeing with
this model as noise. It has subsequently been shown that static models
works for many common environments. However, in highly dynamic
scenarios, this might lead to the system discarding vital information.
This has lead many researchers to pursue learning dynamics from
robot experience. For example, Kucner et al. [9] and Wang et al.
[10] both learn to predict occupancy maps given previous map
states. Meanwhile, Krajnik et al. [11] have successfully applied their
frequency map enhancement approach to several robotic problems.
The method allows them to estimate periodic dynamics in the maps
which can also be used to better model subsequent observations.
Another line of research aims to learn dynamics of the environment
in order to successfully manipulate it. Notable examples in this area
include Endres et al. [12], who estimated the dynamics of individual
doors, and Scholz et al. [13], who produced several systems with the
aim of navigating an environment with obstacles blocking the robot’s
way. Our work differs from that of previous methods in that we learn
dynamics of all objects in the environment, as opposed to for map
cells [9][10][11] or for individual objects by manipulation [12][13].
Our approach to environment modeling is essentially detection
and tracking of multiple objects (DATMO) [14], a term which
encompasses a broad area of work in robotic mapping. This area
can be further divided into two categories, one dealing with tracking
of short-term dynamics such as people and cars [15][16], and the
other with long-term dynamics, mostly semi-static objects in indoor
environments. Methods for long-term dynamics are directly related
to our approach. Most of them face the problem of only sporadically
observing the objects, and thus have to re-identify them with previous
object estimates. Early work was typically based on robot laser data.
Schulz et al. [17] presented a system for tracking objects moving a
bit between observations, and Wolf et al. proposed to incorporate
tracking directly into the occupancy map [18]. Gallagher et al.
presented GATMO [19], which does not incorporate probabilistic
motion models, but instead also handles objects that move longer
distances, for example between different rooms. The authors describe
the first system that is designed to keep track of all discrete entities
in an indoor environment, and it is close in aim to what we are
presenting here. In [1], we introduced a system for tracking a fixed
number of objects, but which improved on GATMO by formulating
the problem probabilistically, enabling our system to handle noisy
observations. In this work, we further improve on [19][1] by also
learning the dynamics of the environment as the robot gathers more
data. This is a conceptual development, as it allows our method to
adapt to individual environments as well as individual objects within
those environments. Practically, the approach removes the need for
parameter tuning and improves robustness.
DATMO is also an instance of the multi-target tracking (MTT)
problem. A popular and principled approach for estimating variable
numbers of targets is Random Finite Sets (RFS) [20][21]. In [22],
Pasha, Vo et al. derived a closed form solution to the jump Markov
problem in the case of linear Gaussian dynamics, and extended it
further to non-linear systems in [23]. In [24], a Sequential Monte
Carlo PHD filter with underlying models was derived, allowing
arbitrary underlying distributions and motion models. Especially the
jump Markov GMM-PHD [22][21] filters are similar to our system.
While they can not incorporate the discontinuous motion of our
environment, the SMC solution [24] can. However, our learning
scheme requires posteriors over full target tracks for parameter
estimation. PHD filters are unsuited to this use case as they instead
maintain the intensity function over all targets. Another approach for
probabilistic variable target tracking is to incorporate birth and death
processes that model the intensity with which new targets appear and
disappear from the tracked space [25][26]. These methods employ
classical Monte Carlo filters to recursively sample full posteriors of
the individual targets. Each particle in these schemes represents a
sample of the configuration of all targets. We build on these methods
in our application since they fulfil the stated requirements. One can
consider our approach similar to the Joint Multitarget Probability
Density of Kreucher [26], while incorporating Rao-Blackwellization
of the continuous states as presented e.g. in [25].
A few papers have dealt with modeling the robot’s belief of observ-
ing an object in a particular place, given past experience. Dayoub et al.
[27] presented a system for inferring the discrete locations of different
objects. Their method is based on long-term and short-term memories,
with the recency of an observation determining its relative importance.
This leads the system to have more confidence that an object in the
same place as one of the later observations. More recently, Toris
et al. [28] proposed a model for object persistence. Essentially, they
look at part of our problem, namely estimating for how long an object
3observed by a mobile robot can be expected to stay at its last location.
They propose modeling this period with an exponential distribution,
and also present a scheme for estimating its parameters from data.
Their results show that the proposed approach outperforms simpler
models on data that exhibits periodic movement. In our system, we
employ a simpler persistence model, as it suffices to demonstrate the
concept. However, our filter would be able to accommodate the model
of [28] by modifying the proposal distribution.
Though we put more emphasis on dynamics modeling, the result
of our inference is related to the concept of object instance discovery.
Object instance discovery is the process of segmenting and clustering
object observations into classes of separate physical objects. Finman
et al. presented a full object discovery system in [29]. Interestingly,
their approach to modeling the features is similar to ours, as they
also assume the feature observations to include Gaussian noise. The
authors cluster the observations online and update the filter estimates
with a Kalman filter. Like most other works in this area, they do
not take the position of the objects into account. In [30], Ambrus
et al. presented a system that does object discovery within single
locations, such as a room. Their clustering algorithm incorporates
temporal consistency, ensuring that no objects observed at the same
time are clustered. Our approach associates objects between different
observations, similar to these systems. Where we differ is that we
form probabilities over current object positions, defined over the
whole robot environment. This means that we need to incorporate a
probabilistic dynamics model, and perform joint inference. Unlike us,
several object discovery systems also output some registered, fused
3D model of the aggregated observations [31][32].
To summarize, we improve on our previous work [1] by extending
it to be able to track a variable number of targets. In particular, this
allows our method to take only a sequence of 3D maps as input, and
return a list of tracked dynamic objects with posteriors. Our learning
method improves on previous schemes for learning the dynamics of
an environment by having either wider applicability [12][13] or by
learning more detailed models than previosly [9][10]. Learning also
removes the need for tuning of some of the parameters in [1].
III. METHOD
Our robot moves between Nl different locations l ∈ L within a
large environment. At each time step k ∈ 1, . . . ,K, there is a set of
objects at each location, with no overlap between the different sets.
The robot can only observe the object set of one location lyk ∈ L
at each time k. Each observation consists of a set of Mk point
measurements Yk = {yk,1, . . . ,yk,Mk}, corresponding to some
or all of the objects at the location, together with sporadic clutter
measurements. Each point measurement yk,m includes a 2D position
yˆsk,m as well as a visual feature vector yˆ
f
k,m. We assume that the
measurement position is observed with Gaussian noise with standard
deviation σr . Similarly, we assume that the feature measurement noise
is Gaussian with covariance Rf . For our particular features, this is
a reasonable assumption, as explained in Section IV-C. A-priori, we
do not know the movement direction, and instead assume Gaussian
process noise, with standard deviation σq , i.e. Brownian motion. At
each time k, each object might jump to a new discrete location l ∈ L
with probability pjump. Our goal is to track the continuous positions
of the objects, and to infer how many movable objects are currently
in the environment. To track the movement, we model the jumps in-
between locations l as a discrete Markov process, and use analytic
models for the continuous positions within the locations. To handle
a variable number of objects, we propose a model of birth and death
processes for each tracked object.
On top of tracking the objects, we want to learn the parameters
of the environment dynamics. Within our framework, this amounts to
EM algorithm for dynamics learning
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Fig. 2: Overview of the learning algorithm.
learning the values of pjump, σq and Rf . We employ the Expectation
Maximization (EM) algorithm to learn these parameters, see Figure
2. The expectation step consists of the tracking algorithm described
above being run on the full sequence 1, . . . ,K. Subsequently, the
maximization step amounts to estimating the parameters given the
estimated positions and measurement associations. The algorithm
iteratively runs these two steps until convergence. The full EM scheme
is described in the text leading up to Section III-J. In the following,
we detail the tracking, and specifically the modeling of assignments
of objects to locations and to point measurements.
A. Jump Processes
In previous work [1], we proposed to decompose the movement of
the objects into a local component and a global component. The idea
is that the local component models the common, small adjustments
of objects in the environment such as an office chair rotating or
the computer mouse on a desk moving. Meanwhile, objects move
to completely new places far more seldom. We can therefore model
this global movement as a rare event. In return, we can allow for a
higher degree of unpredictability in those rare motions. At time k,
the state of each object j is therefore separated into a global location
lj,k ∈ L and a local part xˆj,k, as well as an existence indicator ej,k
that we will get back to later:
xj,k =
xˆsj,k
xˆfj,k
 , lj,k, ej,k
 .
The discrete part lj,k ∈ L signifies the current location of object
j, while the continuous part xˆj,k consists of the 2D position xˆsj,k
and the object’s feature vector xˆfj,k. We will begin by describing the
global movement and the birth and death processes of a single object,
both of which can be described by discrete Markov chains. In Section
III-D, we discuss how to combine this model with the local process.
The movement between the locations L is governed by a Markov
process, where an object might take the action uj,k = jump to one
of the other locations at each time step with probability pjump or stay,
p(uj,k = no jump) = 1 − pjump. If it jumps, it may jump to any of
the Nl = |L| locations uniformly, p(lj,k = l|uj,k = jump) = 1Nl .
We take cj,k to mean which of the Mk measurements from time k
that target j gave rise to, if any. If the current measurement location
lyk coincides with the current target location lj,k, target j produces
a particular measurement m ∈ 1, . . . ,Mk with probability p(cj,k =
m|lj,k = lyk) = 1Mk pmeas. It may also produce no measurement,
p(cj,k = |lj,k = lyk) = 1 − pmeas. The robot cannot observe an
object if it is not at its current location, p(cj,k = |lj,k 6= lyk) = 1.
4↪→ ej,k = alive, ej,k = alive, ej,k = alive, ej,k = alive, ej,k = alive,
ej,k = dead
p(ej,k, uj,k, lj,k, cj,k | uj,k = no jump, uj,k = no jump, uj,k = jump, uj,k = jump, uj,k = jump,
ej,k−1, lj,k−1) lj,k = lj,k−1, lj,k = lj,k−1, lj,k = l
y
k, lj,k = l
y
k, lj,k = lunknown,
↓ cj,k = m cj,k =  cj,k = m cj,k =  cj,k = 
1
Mk
plife· plife(1− pjump)·
ej,k−1 = alive, lj,k−1 = l
y
k
(1− pjump)pmeas (1− pmeas)
1
MkNl
plifepjumppmeas
1
Nl
plifepjump(1− pmeas) Nl−1Nl plifepjump pdeath
ej,k−1 = alive, lj,k−1 6= lyk 0 plife(1− pjump) 1MkNl plifepjumppmeas
1
Nl
plifepjump(1− pmeas) Nl−1Nl plifepjump pdeath
ej,k−1 = alive, lj,k−1 = lunknown 0 0 1MkNl plifepmeas
1
Nl
plife(1− pmeas) Nl−1Nl plife pdeath
ej,k−1 = unborn 1Mk pbirth 0 0 0 0 1− pbirth
TABLE I: Prior probabilities given existence and previous location. The top 3 rows, and 5 leftmost columns correspond to the transition prior
p(uj,k, lj,k, cj,k|lj,k−1) of a target that is always alive (see Section III-A). lunknown (5:th column) signifies any location that the target jumped to
that is not the currently observed location lyk , see [1] for details. In our proposal sampling (see Section III-E), we may sample Mk previously
unborn associations, one for each measurement. For the most part, those will sample ej,k = dead, yielding no new targets.
We can combine each of these simple probabilities into the
individual target transition priors p(uj,k, lj,k, cj,k|lyk, lj,k−1) =
p(cj,k|lyk, lj,k)p(lj,k|lj,k−1, uj,k)p(uj,k), which is fully expanded as
part of Table I.
B. Birth and Death Processes
In this paper, we extend the model from [1] to also include a vary-
ing number of targets. Formally, we will therefore have a countable
infinite number of of targets, j ∈ N. For each target j, we extend the
state space with an existence indicator ej,k ∈ {alive, dead, unborn}.
The variable ej,k tells us if target j is anywhere within the domain
at time step k (alive), if it has disappeared (dead) or has never
existed (unborn). The setup is similar to several previous previous
works [25][26]. Assuming the births and deaths are independent of
the location of the object or the last action, the individual prior of
one target then turns into
p(ej,k, uj,k, lj,k, cj,k|ej,k−1, lj,k−1)
= p(uj,k, lj,k, cj,k|ej,k, lj,k−1)p(ej,k|ej,k−1).
This means that the target propagates as described whenever ej,k−1 =
alive. If the object dies, the other properties are irrelevant. If an object
is born, it has to be associated with a measurement at the time of birth,
see Table I. The birth and death process is defined as follows:
p(ej,k = alive|ej,k−1) =

1− pdeath, if ej,k−1 = alive
pbirth, if ej,k−1 = unborn
0, if ej,k−1 = dead
.
and p(ej,k = dead|ej,k−1) = 1− p(ej,k = alive|ej,k−1). Each point
measurement m ∈ 1, . . . ,Mk may give birth to a new target, thus
limiting the potential number of births to Mk at each time step. A
priori, without any knowledge of past measurements, each of the Mk
potential new targets will therefore be born with probability pbirth. At
this stage, we do not consider which specific targets j ∈ N are born
at each time step. While the identity j does not matter in this formal
modeling, it plays a role in our inference scheme and is described in
Section III-F. Finally, each target that is estimated to be alive may
die at time step k with the probability pdeath.
C. Particle Filter
The particle filter introduced in [1] decomposes the posterior
over the discrete global state, ck = {ej,k, lj,k, cj,k}j ,
and the continuous local state, Xˆk = {xˆj,k}j of
positions and features, into p(Xˆk, ck|Xˆk−1, c1:k−1,Y1:k) =
p(Xˆk|Xˆk−1, c1:k,Y1:k)p(ck|Xˆk−1, c1:k−1,Y1:k). In the current
work, we extend the resulting Rao-Blackwellized particle filter to
work with a variable number of targets. In each iteration of the
filtering, we sample the global state from p(ck|Xˆk−1, c1:k−1,Y1:k),
giving us discrete samples eij,k, l
i
j,k, c
i
j,k for each particle i. The
target birth and death indicators ej,k introduced here are sampled
analogously to the other discrete variables, see Section III-E. Given
the sampled existence and assignment samples, the continuous
state components xˆsj,k, xˆ
f
j,k are updated from the local state using
p(Xˆk|Xˆk−1, c1:k,Y1:k). They can be tracked using classical
independent Kalman filters, since each particle knows which target
gave rise to which measurements, and the noise is normally
distributed. Each particle i thus also has one Kalman filter for
each sampled existing object, with the current estimates denoted by
µij,k,Σ
i
j,k. In our treatment, we will not detail the local process
inference further, and refer to [1] for details.
D. Joint Likelihood and Proposal
Let us turn to the problem of formulating the filter recursion,
in which we sample the local state component ck. In order to
define the update, we first need a measurement likelihood. The
likelihood L(Yk|cik) changes depending on the current sampled joint
associations and indicators cik (and implicitly µ
i
j,k−1,Σ
i
j,k−1). In
our model, no two objects j, j′ can be associated with the same
measurement, @m : cj,k = cj′,k = m. Given the full set of
assignments cik of the targets, we can infer which measurements
have no object assignment and must be explained as spurious clutter.
The point likelihood of such a measurement m is given by the
density of the uniform background clutter L(yk,m|cik) = 1SfAk .
The parameters Sf and Ak denote the support of the feature and
spatial uniform clutter distributions respectively. Meanwhile, if it has
a measurement association cj,k = m, the point likelihood is simply
the Kalman marginal likelihood of the estimates of xˆsj,k−1, xˆ
f
j,k−1,
L(ym,k|cij,k = m) = LKM (ym,k;µij,k−1,Σij,k−1). The joint
likelihood of all measurements Yk is given by
L(Yk|ck) =
Mk∏
m=1
L(yk,m|ck).
Assuming we have a joint association prior p(ck|c1:k−1,Y1:k−1)
defined over all targets, as opposed to the individual priors
p(ej,k, uj,k, lj,k, cj,k|ej,k−1, lj,k−1), it can be combined with the
likelihood to produce a filter recursion
p(c1:k|Y1:k) ∝ p(Yk|c1:k,Y1:k−1)p(c1:k|Y1:k−1)
= L(Yk|ck)p(ck|c1:k−1,Y1:k−1)p(c1:k−1|Y1:k−1).
5Maintaining the full posterior is infeasible, as the space over c1:k
grows exponentially with time. This motivates our approximation
of the update using the Rao-Blackwellized particle filter. We will
show how to recursively sample from the posterior p(ck|Y1:k) given
samples from p(ck−1|Y1:k−1) using a proposal
q(ck) ∝ L(Yk|ck)p(ck|c1:k−1,Y1:k−1) (1)
that is directly proportional to the posterior update, yielding minimal
variance among the particle weights. This is important in our scenario,
as the state space is high-dimensional, which can easily lead to
particle depletion. We will demonstrate how to sample from q using
the simple independent priors from Section III-A as opposed to the
full joint prior p(ck|c1:k−1,Y1:k−1).
E. Particle Updates and Weights
We use blocked Gibbs sampling [8] to sample from the proposal
distribution q(ck) (see Equation 1). It is important to sample at
least two associations at a time, in order to allow the measurements
to switch associations during one Gibbs iteration. Otherwise, some
measurements could get locked to one target although equally likely
associations exist. In each step of the MCMC chain, we therefore
sample pairwise conditional priors of two associations cj,k, cj′,k at
a time, conditioned on the other assignments, denoted c−j,j
′
k =
{cj∗,k|j∗ ∈ N} \ {cj,k, cj′,k}. The pairwise priors are given by
q(cj,k, cj′,k|c−j,j
′
k ) ∝

0, if cj,k = cj′,k 6= 
L(Yk|ck)p(cj,k|c−j,j
′
k , ck−1)
× p(cj′,k|c−j,j
′
k , ck−1)
, otherw.
with p(cj,k|c−j,j
′
k , ck−1) being the individual priors from Section
III-B, with one small difference: The value Mk in the prior needs
to be modified to reflect the number of unassigned measurements, as
given by c−j,j
′
k . Note that L(Yk|ck) does not need to be computed
in full, as only the relative scale between the assignments matter.
The scale is given by a product of two likelihoods, which can be
either Kalman marginal likelihoods, or clutter likelihoods, depending
on the assignments cj,k, cj′,k. The potential target births can be
handled in the same way as the existing targets, as the association
priors are defined equivalently, see Table I. With Nk targets and Mk
potential births, this means that there are Nk+Mk possible individual
marginals to sample at each time k. In each iteration, we sample the
target pairs j, j′ uniformly among those possibilities. If an unborn
target j is associated with a measurement at the end of the MCMC
chain, it changes its indicator to ej,k = alive. For each time step
and particle, we perform 25 iterations of burn-in before collecting
samples from q(ck).
The proposal distribution q(ck) is defined as proportional to the
product of our prior and likelihood. As that product does not sum
to one, it needs to be normalized to define the proposal q(ck).
Further, we need to compute it, since the normalization Zik =∑
ck
L(Yk|ck)p(ck|ci1:k−1,Y1:k−1) of the update differs between
the different particle trajectories i. The normalization Zik therefore
defines our weight update. For each particle weight wik, the update
step is given by wik+1 = Z
i
kw
i
k, followed by a normalization that
ensures that the weights sum to one. Importantly, Zik can also be
estimated as part of the Gibbs sampling procedure, see [1].
Since our learning scheme is EM, each iteration of the algorithm
should improve the expected likelihood until arriving at a local
maximum. Given the particles at the last time step K, the filter
expected likelihood for the entire sequence is given by
E [L(Y1:K |c1:K)] =
∑
i
wiK
K∏
k=1
L(Yk|ck).
F. Target Clustering
With the described sampling process, we are able to propagate the
particles as new targets appear. However, we have yet to describe
the mechanism for combining the individual particles i into a joint
estimate of the number of targets Nk and of their states. First off, the
number of targets can be easily estimated by constructing a histogram
from each sample’s number of targets N ik =
∑
j 1alive(e
i
j,k) and its
weight. Similar to e.g. [26], the joint number can be estimated as the
maximum of the weighted histogram over particle set sizes,
N˜k = argmax
N
∑
i
1N (N
i
k)w
i
k.
In order to get a canonical assignment of particle target identities to
a joint collection of identities, we assign each new point measurement
yk,m a target identity j. The idea is that a measurement is assigned
to one of the already alive target identities j, if sufficiently many
associations to that identity were sampled. If not, we assign a new
target identity j to the measurement, with eij,k−1 = unborn for all
particles i. Any target births associated with the measurement will
get the identity that was assigned to the measurement. Note that
this means that previously existing targets can still be associated
with the measurement without changing target identity. To find the
measurement target identity j, we find the most common association
κm = max
j
∑
i
1m(c
i
j,k)1alive(e
i
j,k−1)w
i
k
for every measurement m. If κm > κ with κ being some threshold
(0.5 in our experiments), we assign measurement m the target identity
j corresponding to κm. Otherwise, we assign it a new target identity,
thus expanding the set of possible target births. Every sampled birth
associated with such a measurement is estimated to be a new target.
Finally, we take the N˜k target ids with the largest weights w˜j,k =∑
i 1alive(e
i
j,k)w
i
k to be our new set of targets. The states (xˆj,k, lj,k)
can then be estimated as normal, as the mean (for xˆj,k) and mode
(for lj,k) of the weighted particle samples.
G. Filtering Algorithm
The filtering algorithm can be summarized in the following steps:
1) Sample assignments cik ∼ q(ck) using Gibbs sampling
2) Compute the weights wik in the same MCMC chain, see [1]
3) Update the Kalman filter estimates µij,k,Σ
i
j,k
4) Cluster the newborn targets eij,k−1 = unborn, e
i
j,k = alive
5) Estimate number of targets N˜k and posteriors
H. Smoothed Positions
For estimation of the parameters of the local process, we need
maximum likelihood estimates of the positions and features using all
available data. One approach would be to extend the proposed filter
to also do smoothing, e.g. by sampling particle trajectories as in [33].
We have implemented such an approach but found that the complexity
grows significantly, while only marginally improving our results. This
is to be expected, since correctly inferring one of the jumps with
such a smoother requires that it has been sampled by at least one
filter particle. To speed up the learning, we will instead assume that
weighted associations sampled by the filter mirror the distribution
conditioned on all data. The idea is then to smooth the trajectories in
between the jumps, when the objects are in the same location, using
6a Kalman smoother. Smoothing the trajectories is important in this
context, since a filter tends to underestimate the measurement noise.
In the following, we define the smoothing sequences for each
particle i and target j. Note that these sequences are used in the
Kalman smoothing as well as for producing noise estimates. The
sequence of time steps where target j jumps is given by
Ji,j =
〈
k;uij,k = jump ∨ k = 0
〉
.
For each of these jumps, we can also define the sequence of all
time steps where the target is at the estimated new position, and is
associated with an observation. All such time steps up to the next
jump are given by:
Sni,j =
〈
k; cij,k 6= , Ji,j(n) ≤ k < Ji,j(n+ 1)
〉
.
These sequences are used somewhat interchangeably as sequences
and sets. For each sampled continuous sequence Sni,j , we then use
the already computed filtered position estimates µs,ij,k,Σ
s,i
j,k together
with a backward pass of a Rauch-Tung-Striebel (RTS) smoother to
get the smoothed estimates µ˜s,ij,k, Σ˜
s,i
j,k. Since we assume no process
noise for the features, the smoothed mean µ˜f,ij,k is given by the
mean of all associated measurements over the full sequence 1, . . . ,K.
These estimates are used to update the Kalman process parameters,
as described in the following section.
I. Parameter Estimation
Recall that we would like to estimate the dynamics of the targets,
both jointly for all objects, and for the individual targets. We use the
framework of the EM algorithm to do this in an iterative fashion. In
each step, we want to calculate the maximum likelihood estimates of
the parameters pjump, σq , and Rf .
The number of jumps during the sequence can be modeled as a
binomial distribution, parameterized by pjump. Then, the maximum
likelihood estimate of the parameter is given by the number of positive
events divided by the total number of events, i.e. the number of jumps
divided by the number of time steps that the object was alive,
pjjump =
∑
i
∑K
k=1 1alive(e
i
j,k)1jump(u
i
j,k)w
i
K∑
i
∑K
k=1 1alive(e
i
j,k)w
i
K
.
However, we have found that our approximate inference requires
us to also take into account how many time steps δ that a location is
typically unobserved. Since the filter only samples a limited number
of associations at each step, sampling low-probability jumps from
locations that were not observed is highly unlikely. We therefore need
to modify pjump to include the unsampled jumps from unobserved
locations, by incorporating the jump probabilities during a typical
absence δ. With the mean absence away from an object given by
δ˜ =
1∑
Mk
∑
k
Mk min
k′<k:ly
k′=l
y
k
k − k′,
our modified pjump estimate is (since 1− (1− p)δ˜ ≈ δ˜p for small p)
p˜jjump = 1− (1− pjjump)δ˜ ≈ δ˜ × pjjump.
To calculate the process covariance of the positions, we use
a weighted version of the estimate of the linear Gaussian case.
The EM algorithm for the linear Gaussian case was first described
by Schumway and Stoffer in [34]. In essence, it amounts to the
covariance estimate of the difference in estimated mean positions
between subsequent time steps plus some covariance to account for
the estimated filter uncertainty. With
q∗i,j(k, k
′) = (µ˜s,ij,k − µ˜s,ij,k′)(µ˜s,ij,k − µ˜s,ij,k′)T
+ Σ˜
s,i
j,k + Σ˜
s,i
j,k′ − 2cov(xˆsj,k, xˆsj,k′ |Y1:K),
we get the weighted process covariance estimate as
Q˜sj =
∑
i
∑
n∈Ji,j
|Sni,j |−1∑
k=1
1alive(e
i
j,k)q
∗
i,j(S
n
i,j(k + 1), S
n
i,j(k))w
i
K∑
i
∑
n∈Ji,j
∑|Sni,j |−1
k=1 1alive(e
i
j,k)w
i
K
.
The feature measurement noise is computed analogously, but using
the differences between estimated feature positions and estimates
instead. Since we have no process noise, this amounts to the standard
maximum likelihood estimate of the covariance. With
r∗i,j(k) = (yˆ
f
k,m − µ˜f,ij,k)(yˆfk,m − µ˜f,ij,k)T ,
it is given by the weighted covariance
R˜fj =
∑
i
∑
n∈Ji,j
∑|Sni,j |
k=1 1alive(e
i
j,k)r
∗
i,j(S
n
i,j(k))w
i
K∑
i
∑
n∈Ji,j
∑|Sni,j |
k=1 1alive(e
i
j,k)w
i
K
.
We may also estimate the parameters of all instances jointly. For
this purpose, we may view all inferred targets as belonging to the
same instance. The joint estimates are produced by summing the
numerators and denominators of the instance estimates separately,
followed by a division of the numerator and denominator sums.
J. EM Algorithm
Now we are ready to describe the EM iterations. The algorithm
is initialized with the parameters in Table II. The E-step is then
performed by running the filter on one full sequence of the given
data. The filter estimates all the properties, such as the number of
jumps, needed for the subsequent M-step. In the M-step, we estimate
one or all of the three parameters pjump, σq , and Rf , as described
in the results. For the next iteration of the algorithm, we update
the estimated values in the filtering. In all experiments, we run 10
iterations of the algorithm, which proved enough for the parameter
estimates to converge. In summary, the learning includes the steps:
1) Sample cik,µ
i
j,k,Σ
i
j,k with the filter from Section III-E
2) Smooth the continuous object trajectories to get µ˜ij,k, Σ˜
i
j,k
using the scheme of Section III-H
3) Given these parameters and cik, estimate pjump, σq,R
f using
the method of Section III-I
4) Repeat with the new parameter estimates
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We perform experiments in two main settings. Most importantly,
we investigate the practicality of the approach by applying it to
data from a large scale workplace experiment lasting for a month,
with most observations collected during a period of several days.
In addition, we present results from a smaller controlled experiment
where we have annotated the positions of all movable objects in each
time step. In the following, we will describe the experiments and how
we benchmark the system using the annotations.
A. Parameters
Param p∗jump pmeas pbirth pdeath σ
∗
q σr Ak R
f∗
k , S
f
Value 0.03 0.98 0.01 0.005 0.15 0.35 20 estimated
TABLE II: The parameters used in the experiments. *These parameters
are initialized with these values, but they are then learnt in the EM scheme.
The parameters of the tracker are laid out in Table II. The
parameters are the same as in previous work [1], except for the
7spatial measurement noise σr , which we found to be higher than
expected during our initial learning experiments. The intuition behind
the values of the pbirth and pdeath parameters is that they should be
lower than pjump. Otherwise, it would be more likely for a target to be
inferred as dead when it jumped, only for an identical target to be born
at a new location. Ak is the support of the uniform spatial noise, and
can be estimated as the mean size of the locations in the experiments.
In our case that corresponds to about Ak = 20m2. The feature clutter
support Sf and the initial value of the feature measurement covariance
Rfk , are estimated from a dataset of annotated object instances [30].
B. Tracker Initialization
When initializing the filter, we do not know how many objects are
within each room. We instead rely on the filter’s birth mechanism to
identify the targets. But this presents a problem, as the pbirth parameter
needs to be tuned high enough for all the objects present at the start
to be quickly identified. A value that is high enough for this purpose
will incorrectly lead to some measurements being explained as new
targets, instead of as jumps. Instead, we apply a model for the number
of visits needed to observe all targets at a location. In the experiments,
we use a Poisson distribution with mean number of visits λ = 1. By
adding the probability of not having observed all targets to pbirth, we
get a higher birth probability for the first one or two observations.
C. Detections and Features
The robot moves around the environment and visits one location
lyk ∈ L at each time step k. It observes the location using a PTU-
mounted RGBD camera and registers the frames to form a local 3D
map, see [30] for details. The map is then registered with those from
time step k − 1 and k + 1. These maps can then be compared using
the change detection from [35] to identify objects that have moved.
Using the temporal segmentation logic from [1], we then extend the
detections to any observations where the detected objects did not
move, thus allowing us to consistently detect all objects that moved
at any point in our observations. For each time step, the detection
method outputs a set of object positions within the environment,
together with corresponding RGBD image segments.
From the RGB image segments, we extract feature vectors, one for
each detection. We feed the images through an off-the-shelf neural
network [36], and extract the tensor output from the last bottleneck
layer. To produce a representation suitable for tracking, we use t-
SNE [37] to reduce the 2048 dimensional network tensor to three
dimensions. In order to learn a more stable mapping, we augment
the feature set with additional examples from [30]. As discussed in
[1], the variation of the features of one object is well represented
by a multivariate Gaussian, motivating our use of a Kalman filter to
estimate the feature distribution. These features together with the 2D
x-y centroids of the detected RGBD segments make up the point
measurements yˆk,m.
D. Performance Metric
To benchmark the tracker, we use the Clear Multiple Object
Tracking metrics [38] proposed by Bernardin and Stiefelhagen. The
metric builds on the association of tracked estimates to measurements
in each time step. We use the Hungarian algorithm to find an
assignment such that the sum of distances between position estimates
and measurements is minimized. For the metric, we compute the
number of false positives Nfp, mismatches Nmm, and false negatives
Nfn, giving us a ratio for each of these measures. The MOTA score is
then defined as 1− Nfp
NK
− Nfn
NK
− Nmm
NK
, with NK being the true number
of object observations in the sequence. We also study the MOTP score,
which is simply the mean distance between the estimated positions
and the true target positions [38]. There is one difference in how we
use the MOTA score as compared to [38]. While they only count
mismatches when the initial errors is made, e.g. when two targets are
crossing paths, we count them through the entire sequence. This is
important in our application as it demands that we track the same
target through the full sequence. Since we are tracking a variable
number of targets, there is not a unique correspondence between
annotated trajectories and filter trajectories. Again, we find such a
correspondence as that which maximizes the MOTA score.
E. Baseline
For the multi-target tracker, we have implemented a non-
probabilistic baseline based on the GATMO system [19]. This tracker
does not handle noise, and thus associates every measurement with
a target. If there is currently no target nearby that can explain the
measurement, a new target track is initialized. The targets may also
jump; if there is no measurement to explain a target at one location,
it can be associated with similar measurements in any position. The
system can be characterized as building on the same mechanisms
that we present here, but with non-probabilistic spatial tracking and
feature matching. The tracker uses a threshold on the feature distance,
τ to decide if a measurement can be associated with a target, or if a
new target should be initialized. τ has been tuned for the baseline to
perform well on our annotated data set. Based on the results in [1],
we expect the baseline to perform well with few clutter measurements
and discriminative features, and worse in more realistic settings.
F. Controlled Experiment
In the first experiment, we have an autonomous robot patrolling
between three locations in an office environment, all corresponding
to a room. In order to guarantee a wide variation of motion, we
have manually moved objects between the robot’s visits to the rooms.
This also means that we have ground truth knowledge of how many
objects moved and when. Within the environment, there are 15
objects, moving around locally as well as jumping a total of 14 times.
The objects are visually diverse, but there are multiple trash cans,
chairs and mugs in the data set. The diversity leads to the neural
network features being highly discriminative, which we have also
confirmed by inspecting the feature vectors. Since there are few clutter
measurements and the features contain minimal noise, we expect the
baseline to perform well on this dataset.
The MOTA score is computed by comparing the filtered estimates
with annotated positions. Our aim in this experiment is to validate
that the filter can correctly infer the number of objects and and that
learning improves our performance metric on the annotated data. We
learn the parameters Rf , σsq , pjump jointly as well as separately to
decide which one has the greatest effect on the measured performance.
In addition, we investigate if the EM algorithm converges when
initialized with different parameter values. To plot value the value
of the three-dimensional covariance Rf , we approximate a one-
dimensional standard deviation with σfq = |Rf | 12D (with D = 3).
G. Uncontrolled Experiment
In the second experiment, we have a real world deployment of
a mobile robot in an office environment. The robot patrolled this
environment and collected a total of 103 local 3D maps in 10 different
locations, mostly during a period of three days. All dynamics in
the environment are entirely due to the natural processes in this
workplace. Since we do not know which objects moved during the
experiment, we instead present qualitative results of the associated
8Fig. 3: Estimated associations and locations in each time step in the annotated data. Associations are defined as measurements that the weighted
majority of the particles have associated with the same target. Each row represents an object and each color its estimated location. The images
represent the estimated associated measurements of the objects. Note that jumps happen whenever an object’s color shifts. All the inferred
jumps in the sequence are correct. The main error can be seen in the uppermost row, which corresponds to the monitor that was initially
tracked as the target in row 8. Rather than inferring the jump, the tracker believes that it is a new object.
object observations. Further, we study the influence of the learnt
parameters on the expected likelihood and the qualitative results.
This also allows us to investigate if learning the parameters for an
individual environment helps improve performance.
V. RESULTS
We initially planned on evaluating the learning of parameters of
individual instances. However, when applied on the presented data
sets, the variance of the results turned out to be too large to draw any
meaningful conclusions. For example, in the real-world experiment,
we only have around five observations for many of the tracked
objects, which is insufficient for reliable covariance estimation. In
these results, we instead focus on learning one set of parameters
for all object instances in the environment. This allows for a more
detailed analysis on the influence of dynamics learning. Nonetheless,
the results presented here also indicate what to expect with equivalent
amounts of data for individual objects.
Unless otherwise stated, the experiments are performed ten times,
and statistics from those runs are presented. In the graphs, we present
the mean values of the runs, and the area corresponding to one
standard deviation from the mean.
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Fig. 4: Typical (one run) estimated and true number of targets in
annotated data.
A. Controlled Experiment
1) Estimating number of targets: To begin with, we investigate if
the filter correctly infers the number of objects in the scene. This may
not be the case, as the filter may interpret some measurements as old
objects jumping around rather than new ones appearing. While we
observed that the behavior is somewhat dependent on the birth rate
pbirth, we saw that a value lower than 1 − pmeas, around 0.01, yields
good results. In Figure 4, we see a typical progression of the estimated
number of targets over time. Since all targets are present from the
beginning, a perfect result would be for the filter to immediately
estimate that there are 15 targets present. Such a filter would be
too eager, since it would require all measurements, including the
clutter, to be classified as targets. Instead, we see that our filter
slowly stabilizes at one or two targets from the correct value. It
converges around time step 25, which corresponds to approximately 8
observations of each target. In Figure 3, we see the estimated existing
targets and their inferred associations over time. Here, we see the filter
identifies ten jumps correctly. It incorrectly infers only one new target
birth instead of a jump. Together, the results demonstrate that we can
infer the number of targets at the same time as tracking their jumps.
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Fig. 5: The MOTA score as a function of the number of particles. It
stabilizes with around 300 particles.
2) Number of particles: We also investigated the influence of
the particle set size on the MOTA score, as well as the effect
of the number of Gibbs iterations. In Figure 5, we can see that
increasing the number of particles initially has a significant effect
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Fig. 6: The iterations of the EM algorithm in the controlled environ-
ment. The MOTA score changes with each iteration, as well as the
value of the parameters. Note that the σfq parameter converges after
about three steps, while pjump takes longer. Both the estimates and the
MOTA score seem to have stabilized after about 6 iterations.
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Fig. 7: The EM algorithm on controlled data, applied only on the jump
parameter with a poor initial value of pjump = 0.005. We use the learnt
Rf estimate in this experiment. To reduce noise, the trend is averaged
over 50 experiments. The MOTA score increases, but the expected
likelihood is noisy, and is not indicative of the filter performance.
on performance, and that it stabilizes around 300 particles. If we
compare with the results from [1], where the number of targets is
fixed, adding variable number of targets via sampling of the birth
and death process seems to increase the need for sufficiently many
particles. While the measure stabilizes around 300 particles in both
cases, the score is comparatively much lower with fewer particles
with the new general method. The effect of the number of Gibbs
iterations is more marginal. We did not see any measurable effect
when comparing numbers in ranges between 50 and 200 Gibbs
iterations. In the controlled experiment, we have therefore settled on
50 iterations and 300 particles. In the larger real world experiment,
we instead use 100 particles in order to run the learning iterations in
a reasonable time.
System MOTP[38] Miss rate False pos. Mism. MOTA[38]
Initialization 0.14 0.25 0.02 0.13 0.60
Learn pjump 0.15 0.25 0.03 0.13 0.59
Learn σq 0.15 0.24 0.03 0.13 0.60
Learn Rf 0.13 0.21 0.04 0.11 0.65
Learn all 0.14 0.21 0.03 0.10 0.65
Baseline 0.11 0.09 0.04 0.18 0.70
TABLE III: Comparison with the baseline and when learning none,
one or all of the parameters. Since each learning iteration takes around
40 min, we instead benchmark the tracker with the learnt parameters
from Figure 8 for pjump, σq , Rf , and from Figure 6 for the joint
learning. We run 50 benchmarks for each parameter set, and present
the averages. Rf has the largest impact on the MOTA score.
3) Learning parameters: The learning of parameters need to be
carefully dissected, as changing the value of one parameter can affect
the optimal value of the other parameters. It is also of interest to in-
vestigate which parameters have the largest effect on our performance
measure. In Figure 6, we see how the values of all three parameters
vary when learnt jointly. We also see how the likelihood and MOTA
score increase with the number of EM iterations, with the MOTA
starting at 0.59 and improving to 0.65. After about five iterations,
all parameter values seem to have approximately converged, with the
change in feature measurement covariance being the most significant,
as it decreases by an order of magnitude. In general, we have seen that
learning of Rf contributes to the largest increase in the MOTA score
with these initial values. While the learnt Rf value is significantly
lower than the initial value, it does not seem to underestimate the
variance, as the MOTA score continuously increases.
In Table III, we see more variations of learning different parame-
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Fig. 8: Learning of the three parameters separately, on the controlled
data. We see that even with a wide spread of initial values, the pa-
rameter estimates converge to similar values. The expected likelihood
(black) increases except for pjump, where the variance seems to cancel
out any trend.
ters, with the parameters initialized with the values in Table II, and
learnt separately or jointly. When learnt separately, the initial values
for pjump and σq were close to the learnt estimates, with pjump going
from 0.30 to 0.44 and σq from 0.15 to 0.08. This is reflected in the
table by the learnt parameters achieving a MOTA score similar to
the initial parameters. As mentioned, learning of Rf results in the
largest difference, and the learnt parameter contributes to a significant
increase in the MOTA score, from 0.60 to 0.65. When learning all
the parameters jointly, we achieve a similar score, indicating that the
learning of Rf contributed to the largest improvement. In Figure 7,
we see that learning pjump by itself from a highly unrealistic initial
value also results in an improved MOTA score. Moreover, in Figure
8, we see that all parameters converge to a single estimate, even when
the initial values are spread across a range. The result shows that we
can expect a performance similar to the ones presented in Table III,
even with poor initial values. This removes the need to manually tune
parameters, as the system can adapt to the data at hand.
In general, the expected log likelihood seems to continuously
increase when learning σq and Rf , see Figure 8. In the case of
pjump, we see that it varies more. This is due to the complexity of
the experiment setup, where changing the pjump parameter can have
unforeseen consequences. These may occurr for example if the jump
10
Fig. 9: The estimated associations and locations in each time step, after ten iterations of parameter learning. The data is from the long-term
deployment in an office environment, and the observation frequency of each location is low. Note that the method correctly infers that most
objects stay in the same location. In Figure 10 below, we show larger images of some of the associated measurements.
(a) l=6,j=23
Water boiler
(b) l=2,j=3
Heart starter
(c) l=6,j=25
Paper towel
(d) l=5,j=17
Christm. deer
(e) l=5,j=22
Water boiler
(f) l=5,j=21
Bowl
(g) l=5,j=24
Paper towel
(h) l=1,j=6
Chair
(i) l=5,j=14
Christm. tree
(j) l=5,j=15
Chair
Fig. 10: Some of the discovered objects present in Figure 9. The object identities j correspond to the the rows and l are the locations.
rate is not homogenouous throughout the sequence, causing a globally
correct rate to be suboptimal in some parts. The results in Figure 7
show that the MOTA score as a function of pjump may have several
local maxima. We also observe that the change in expected likelihood
does not always seem to be indicative of the MOTA score in the case
of pjump, and that it may improve even as the likelihood decreases.
The baseline achieves the best score on this dataset (see Table
III). The reason for this is two-fold. First, there is minimal visual
ambiguity between the objects in this dataset, reducing the need for
probabilistic data association. Secondly, the baseline estimates all
measurements to be targets directly, with no filtering to ensure that the
measurements originate from persistent objects. In contrast, the pro-
posed tracker typically requires about three observations before a new
object is inferred. We can see this in Table III through that the baseline
has a higher mismatch rate, while the others have a higher miss rate.
This indicates that the baseline performed better in the first part of
the sequence when the probabilistic tracker is still unsure, therefore
failing to associate the measurements with any object. In the later
part, the baseline is instead more likely to associate measurements
with the wrong object, leading to the observed higher mismatch rate.
With a longer sequence, the probabilistic method would therefore
likely perform better than the baseline. The association threshold τ
was also tuned for this benchmark, while the probabilistic method
can automatically adapt to the variance in the data.
B. Uncontrolled Experiment
In the uncontrolled experiment, the conditions differ from the
first experiment. Primarily, we have more than three times as many
locations, which means that each location is visited with a lower
frequency. In addition, several locations are visited even more seldom,
with some being visited only once. All of the movement is completely
natural and happens over a period of several days. In Figure 9, we see
the inferred locations and associations after ten iterations of EM. This
time, there are longer periods between associations of measurements
to one object. Looking at the bottom rows, we see that at least one
of the locations is only visited once at the beginning. Nevertheless,
the tracker is able to track several of the objects throughout most of
the period, which stretches over Christmas. Indeed, rows 17 and 14
correspond to a decorative reindeer and Christmas tree respectively
(see larger pictures in Figure 10). Starting from January, they seem
to be absent from the environment and the filter finds no more
associations. It terminates the reindeer track but believes that the
Christmas tree is still there. Moreover, in Figure 10 we see that
two paper rolls are included among the tracked objects. Both of
them stand on kitchen counters, and people use them and put them
back during the period. This demonstrates that the method can track
objects also when their positions vary. Locations 5 and 6 correspond
to the two kitchens. They are visited more frequently than the other
locations, and this seems to result in more object estimates in those
positions. Drawing from this result and those in the previous section,
the filter generally behaves better when the observations are more
equally distributed among the rooms. The results demonstrate that
the method can be applied to real workplace data, and that the filter
can track objects over periods of at least several days.
The associations of the baseline when applied to the uncontrolled
dataset are illustrated in Figure 13. Although, the images are hard
to make out, we see that the baseline initializes more than twice the
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number of targets as the proposed method. Several of the targets
only seem to be present for a short amount of time, indicating
that they correspond to non-persistent objects. Looking at the actual
associations, few of the targets are consistently associated with only
one object across the entire sequence, as opposed to the probabilistic
tracker. The results indicate that the baseline incorporates more false
positives and mismatches. This is due to its inability to handle clutter,
and to adapt to the different noise characteristics of this data set.
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Fig. 11: Parameter estimates when the EM algorithm is applied
to the uncontrolled data. Since we have no annotations here, we
can present the likelihood, but not the MOTA score. We see that
all parameters converge after a few iterations. Again, the feature
measurement covariance was clearly overestimated, and is even lower
in this experiment, at σfr ≈ 0.05.
We also analyze the behavior of the learning scheme on the
uncontrolled data. Since we have no annotations, we will instead look
at the convergence of the estimated parameter values and how they
affect the qualitative results. If we look at results produced using the
initial parameter values, they look similar to the ones in Figure 9. The
main difference lies in that a few targets have been associated with
two different objects. Looking at learning iterations in Figure 11, we
see that the values develop similarly over time as to the controlled
experiment. Again, the largest difference occurs in the measurement
covariance, with Rf being another order of magnitude smaller this
time. This explains the mismatch of some of the observations with the
initial parameter values. While pjump is larger than in the previous
experiment, one has to factor in the δ˜ adjustment from Section III-I.
The mean estimated time away from a location was estimated to be
δ˜ ≈ 3 in the controlled experiment, and δ˜ ≈ 7 in this experiment.
With that in mind, the estimated jump rate is about comparable
between the two experiments, and corresponds to about 1.7 jumps
in average during this period.
In Figure 12, we again see that the EM algorithm converges from
different initial values. In this case, since the initial values of Rf is off
by orders of magnitude, the filter has to rely on the spatial tracking
to a high degree during the first EM iterations. This showcases a
useful synergy, where our integration of spatial and visual models can
work in tandem to reinforce each other. Once the feature covariance
has adjusted, it is required to estimate an accurate value for pjump, as
jumps are inferred largely through visual similarity. In conclusion, we
see that the parameters all stabilize and that the expected likelihood
increases for σq and Rf . The qualitative results further confirm that
the learnt dynamics improve our modeling of the environment.
VI. DISCUSSION & FUTURE WORK
With these results, we have shown that our filter can estimate
the number of targets at the same time as tracking discontinuous
jumps. This is an important generalization from our previous work
[1], and allows our filter to be applied directly on detections from a
mobile robot, with no further input. In our case, the only inputs to
our system are RGBD frames and relative positions and the outputs
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Fig. 12: Learning the parameters from a range of initial values on the
uncontrolled experiment. The parameters all converge to some range.
The variance of the pjump estimates is higher than in the controlled
experiment. It is amplified by the δ˜ factor.
are posteriors over object positions and their discrete locations. In
fact, this information is generally available on most robots equipped
with an RGBD camera. The main adaptation that could be necessary
in some of these systems is to divide the environment into discrete
locations that can only be observed one at a time. As we believe that
rooms in indoor environments is a very natural division, we think that
this is a minor adaptation.
In the learning experiments, we saw that the EM iteration converges
on stable parameter values, with an increase in expected likelihood
and on benchmark scores. With this data, we concluded that there
were enough data points to learn overall dynamics for all objects. If
we had more data, or more observations of one object, the algorithm
would be able to estimate parameters for individual objects. If there
is any difference in how the object moves, this will lead to improved
performance. Indeed, there are reasons to believe that the movement
of different objects vary significantly. For instance, a door or a chair
will frequently move back and forth whenever used by a human. By
contrast, a computer monitor might be adjusted frequently, but the
movement is more slight. As more robots are deployed continuously
in large environment, we are optimistic that this kind of data will
become readily available. Our system should allow for fine grained
learning of dynamics whenever that happens.
With more data comes also the possibility of estimating how the
objects interact with the environment and with themselves. This is
an interesting venue for future work. For example, we could imagine
that there is a drying rack with cups in the kitchen. People fetch a cup
of coffee and bring it to their offices. When finished, they wash the
cups and put them back in the drying rack. This is something that
we could encompass in our model by making pjump dependent on
the origin and destination room. In this example, if a cup is missing
from an office, it would be much more likely to jump to the kitchen
than any of the other rooms. Note that this amounts to estimating
an ordinary Markov chain, and can be easily integrated into our EM
iteration, similar to estimation of the global pjump value.
One fundamental aspect that we have left out in this treatment is
that the the parameters pjump and σq should depend on the actual
time interval between k and k + 1. If more time has elapsed, we
should be more uncertain of the object positions. We have found
that our system performs well even without this dependence, which
is partly due to the intervals mostly having similar lengths. We have
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Fig. 13: The target associations of the baseline tracker on the real-world workplace dataset. The association images are hard to make out. While
several targets are tracked consistently, the tracker fails to deal with spurious object measurements, and initializes a wealth of new targets.
also left out parameter priors in this treatment, to demonstrate that our
algorithm converges to reasonable values even without strong priors.
However, when learning the parameters in a real robot deployment,
incorporating priors for the parameters will likely be necessary. Strong
priors will enable learning even when there are few data points, such
as when estimating models for individual objects. For example, one
could incorporate a beta prior in the estimation of pjump if there is
some idea of the actual value.
VII. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have presented a system for tracking general
movable objects in observations made by a mobile robot as it is
moving around a large environment. Our principled probabilistic
tracking framework produces an estimate of the number of movable
objects present as well as posteriors over the object positions. Our
results demonstrate that it is possible to track a variable number
of objects at the same time as inferring discontinuous jumps that
happen when the robot is not present. We can minimize the need
for parameter tuning by employing unsupervised model learning. In
effect, this enables us to learn the dynamics of a particular robot
environment. It is our belief that with more robot deployments, and
more data, this system will enable learning of fine grained object
dynamics. In particular, the proposed system is capable of learning
movement models that take into account how individual objects move
with respect to their environment. Use cases include applications such
as robots for general cleaning and fetching, or object surveillance
scenarios.
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